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Abstract  

This study explores the factors influencing decision-making among prospective employees aiming to start 

their careers as Management Trainees. Using a mixed-methods approach, it combines quantitative data 

from a questionnaire survey and qualitative insights from in-depth interviews with current and potential 

employees. The two-stage sampling method involved 106 respondents, and google forms & excel sheets 

were used for data analysis. Results highlight the significance of compensation, work environment, and 

brand value in  making the joining decision. The findings provide insights about the factors that help a 

candidate to make a joining decision and factors that demotivate him/her to join an organization. The paper 

proposes a framework emphasizing the parameters that candidates have in mind, it also emphasizes how 

the joining rate affects the organization. Overall, the study contributes nuanced insights to the 

understanding of employee decision-making in the context of organizational assimilation, specifically 

within the Management Trainee landscape. 
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Introduction 

The research endeavor titled "Investigating Influential Factors: A Study on Employee Decision Making 

in Joining Organization with Special Reference to Management Trainee" signifies a comprehensive 

exploration into the myriad factors that wield substantial influence over the pivotal decisions made by 

individuals when contemplating their affiliation with an organization. This scholarly investigation is 

meticulously crafted to unravel the intricate dynamics that shape the decision-making landscape of 

prospective employees, particularly those who aspire to commence their professional journey within the 

organizational framework through the distinctive lens of a Management Trainee role. 

Inherent within this research is an overarching curiosity to dissect, analyze, and comprehend the 

multifaceted aspects that guide individuals in their deliberations as they stand at the crossroads of career 

choices. The nuanced exploration extends beyond the generic realm of employee decision-making, as the 

study sharply hones in on the specific and crucial juncture of opting to join a particular organization. This 

meticulous focus underscores an intent to unearth the distinctive considerations and nuanced variables that 

sway the minds of potential employees during this critical phase of organizational affiliation. 
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Moreover, the research directs its gaze towards a targeted demographic—individuals with aspirations to 

embark on their professional odyssey through the portals of a Management Trainee position. By narrowing 

the scope to this specific category of employees, the study acknowledges the unique challenges, 

expectations, and motivators that might characterize the decision-making process for those aspiring to take 

on roles laden with developmental opportunities and growth prospects within the organizational hierarchy. 

In essence, this scholarly pursuit encapsulates a dedicated effort to decode the intricate interplay of factors 

that shape the decisions of individuals on the brink of their professional journey, illuminating the specific 

nuances associated with the choice of joining an organization, with a profound emphasis on the distinctive 

realm of Management Trainee roles. Through a meticulously structured investigation, the research 

endeavors to contribute nuanced insights that enrich our understanding of the complex tapestry of 

employee decision-making within the context of organizational assimilation, particularly within the 

specialized purview of the Management Trainee landscape. 

 

Review of Literature and Hypothesis Development 

Study on factors impacting employment opinions in graduate scholars 

In the paper, “Study on factors impacting employment opinions in graduate scholars' ' by Kunal D and Dr. 

John EP. Is aimed at studying the factors that impact the employment opinions of graduates. They had a 

mixed approach while collecting data from pupils of different backgrounds and disciplines. The study 

reveals that the attributes of graduates like self-efficacy, adaptability and provocation play an important 

part in their reclamation opinions. Besides particular attributes, educational qualifications similar as 

academic performance, work experience and applicable chops also act as important factors in graduates 

retaining decision. In addition to this, Labour request conditions similar as the vacuity of employment 

openings, payment prospects, and job security, have had a significant impact on graduate reclamation 

opinions. Career prospects similar to job satisfaction, openings for advancement, and work- life balance 

were also linked as important factors impacting graduate Employment opinions. The paper also set up that 

graduate employment decisions are also affected by job satisfaction and overall well- being. The 

exploration design of this paper is quantitative in nature, the data collected for this study is through 

surveys, questionnaires and estimated using statistical ways. The sample space of this study consists of 

graduates who are employed and those who are seeking employment. The results of this study will serve 

as the base for policy opinions aimed at reducing council graduate severance and perfecting council 

graduate employability. The study recommends that policy makers help ameliorate the attributes, 

educational attainment and employability of graduates so that they can make informed career opinions. 

Career guidance services should also be handed to help graduates navigate the labor request and make 

informed employment opinions. 

Factors influencing on job decisions of management undergraduates in North and South universities 

of Sri Lanka 

In the paper, Factors influencing job decisions of management undergraduates in North and South 

universities of Sri Lanka, authored by Dr. Mangaleswaran Thampoe. This study attempts to understand 

the factors that affect the job taking decision of the management graduates. In order to investigate the 

same, the author conducted a survey with a sample space of 400 students. For further analysis of the 

quantitative data SPSS software was used. The result showcased that the majority of the students preferred 

future career development in the public and private sector. Almost 134 students prefer doing jobs in their 

chosen field only after obtaining the degree. Additionally, salary, job security, interesting job and 
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educational opportunities play a major role as deciding factors. To conclude the results shows that it is 

difficult for the students to make a decision. 

Attracting Future Talent through Graduate Trainee Programs 

This study only discusses graduate trainee programs, which target recent college and university graduates 

seeking full-time employment. These one-and-a-half- to two-year graduate trainee programs prepare 

exceptional graduates to become future executives or specialists in international corporations. All the 

trainee programs under study are global in nature, meaning that trainees are rotated among various units 

while receiving training in various nations. When describing highly educated recent college or university 

graduates with the drive, desire, and abilities to pursue a successful international career in a multinational 

corporation, the term "young talent" is used. 

Effect of Employee Involvement in Decision Making and Organization Productivity 

The purpose of the study is to investigate the connection between organizational productivity and decision-

making engagement. The degree to which businesses permit their staff members to participate in 

organizational decision-making is known as employee involvement decision making, or EIDM. The 

study's main goal was to learn how the organization handled decision-making involvement. A sample of 

50 respondents was selected for the study using simple and purposive sampling approaches. A 

questionnaire with 20 questions about the different ways that employees participate in organizational 

decision-making was utilized, and the data were analyzed using tables and percentages. The study's 

conclusions showed that including employees in decision-making is a useful strategy for raising output. 

According to the research, it is best to involve all employees in decision-making since this fosters 

employee dedication and encourages creativity and innovation within the company.  

What factors motivate employees at the workplace? Evidence from service organizations 

In the paper “What factors motivate employees at the workplace? Evidence from service organizations'' 

by Md. Atikur RAHAMAN, Md. Julfikar ALI, H M Atif WAFIK, Zahidur Rahman MAMOON, Md. 

Monowarul ISLAM. This study attempts to understand factors that motivate employees at the workplace. 

To investigate the same, they have looked into many motivation theories like Herzberg, ERG, Maslow 

hierarchy need theory. The study applied convenience sampling approach to identify various factors that 

motivates them and prepared survey questions on a scale of 1 to 10 and a sample space of 183 employees 

in factors that motivate them to work in which job safety and security was rated as the top priority by 

males as well as females and fair and reasonable organizational rules and policies as the least. The study 

concludes not only financial but non-financial have been critical for both male and female employees. In 

order to energize and motivate the workforce regardless of background, job certainty, better working 

environment, competitive salary and package and other relevant fringe benefits are essential to incorporate 

in organizational policies to keep employees motivated. 

Why employees leave: Factors that stimulate resignation resulting in creative retention ideas 

In the paper “Why employees leave: Factors that stimulate resignation resulting in creative retention ideas” 

by Amelia Cecilia S. Reyes, Carlota A. Aquino, David Cababaro Bueno. This study researchers used a 

qualitative case study design which sought  to find out  the factors  that contribute to staff resignation and 

turnover  Thus, the study design was considered for several reasons: (a) the focus of the study is  to  answer  

“how”  and  “why”  questions;  (b)  the researchers  cannot  manipulate  the  behavior  of  those involved 

in the study; (c) the researchers want to cover contextual  conditions  because  they  believe  they  are 

relevant  to  the  phenomenon  under  study;  or  (d)  the boundaries are not clear between the phenomenon 

and context The  research  findings  provided  evidence  of  possible impacts  associated  with  employee  
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resignation  and turnover.  This study hoped to provide clarity on the issues which were impacting 

organizational structures within a private institution resulting in lower administrative and faculty retention. 

The implications were significant, and the solutions offered will strengthen the internal operations for 

institutions. Employee turnover is harmful to the running of organizations because it affects efficiency, 

productivity, profitability, and innovativeness when it occurs in the workplace. 

Study on Extrinsic workforce diversity factors: An impact of employee characteristics on productivity 

In the paper, “Study on Extrinsic workforce diversity factors: An impact of employee characteristics on 

productivity” by Maqsoom & Ahsen. Few publications related to the effect of workforce diversity factors 

on employee performance have been considered. In one stream, writers are disputing that an ethnically 

diverse workforce holds possible tackling advantages for organizations. However, in another stream, the 

authors stress that diversity helps in developing cohesion that in turn results in successful outcomes. There 

are other authors whose position lies within the middle of these flows. Yet, there looks to be an agreement 

that if diversity is controlled well, it may be a quality to performance and if the diversity is unnoticed or 

misconduct, it may decline the performance. Among others, Cox and Blake stressed that cultural diversity 

builds combative benefits. 

1.    Location related diversity factors 

The productivity reducer is the poor access to the location of work, as it reduces the free movement of 

employees. Apart from the distance one needs to travel, weather plays a vital role in terms of the 

productivity of an employer. 

2.    Ethnicity related diversity factors 

Emphasizing cultural sensitivity and its ethical approach to diversity in organizations, economists have 

expressed enthusiastic interest in the understanding of ethnic diversity and its outcomes in terms of 

employee productivity along with all other socio-cultural behaviors. 

3.    Physical ability related diversity factors 

The employee's productivity and morale are directly in proportion to his/her physical ability and working 

environment. The floor space and the office environment act as a measure to check and balance workers’ 

physical health, fare division of vigorously intensive work, and shift work and overtime. And not only the 

wage should be of concern for the overtime but also the workers’ health and work conditions, and workers’ 

sleep and condition. Serious problems like absenteeism and safety reductions can be caused by working 

overtime. 

A Case Study on Employee Motivation in an Organization 

In the Paper “A Case Study on Employee Motivation in an Organization” by Dr. C K GOMATHY, Mr. 

SPAVAN KUMAR, Ms. PATHAPATI SRIVANI, Mr. SANNAPANENI ANAND states that Employee 

Motivation is about the commitment to Doing something. Motivation plays an important Role to meet the 

company’s goals in an organization. In the context of a business, Motivation is said as “The will to work”. 

The purpose of this study Employee Motivation is to examine the Motivation of employees. In every 

organization, an employee Should be motivated well enough in order to Perform their work well and also 

to feel job Satisfaction. Motivated employees can lead to Increased work productivity and allow to achieve 

Higher levels of output. 

Equilibrium Wage Dispersion with Worker and Employer Heterogeneity 

In this paper, The structural model is estimated using matched employer and employee French panel data. 

The exogenous distributions of worker and firm heterogeneity components are nonparametrically 

estimated. We use this structural estimation to provide a decomposition of cross–employee wage variance. 
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We find that the share of the cross–sectional wage variance that is explained by personal effects varies 

across skill groups. Specifically, this share lies close to 40% for high–skilled white collars, and quickly 

decreases to 0% as the observed skill level decreases. The contribution of market imperfections to wage 

dispersion is typically around 50%. 

The Multidimensionality of Joining 

In this paper, focusing on membership in voluntary associations in general, the question of whether 

correlates of affiliation vary by organizational type tends to have been neglected. This is a significant 

omission from the standpoint of describing the characteristics of "joiners." Additionally, most of what we 

know about the reasons for belonging has been inferred from observations of who joins. In this study, nine 

frequently identified correlates of voluntary association membership were examined in relation to five 

different types of organizations. Only two, education and race, were found to be related to all types. Thus, 

results indicate that affiliation is not a unidimensional process and memberships in different types of 

associations are not interchangeable. 

To join or not to join? Factors influencing employee share plan membership in a multinational 

corporation. 

In this paper, Ownership of shares by employees in their own firm has grown substantially in the advanced 

world. In the past two decades, it increased in Britain (Pendleton, Whitfield, & Bryson, 2009), the United 

States (Kruse, Freeman, & Blasi, 2010), and in many EU countries (Pendleton, Poutsma, van Ommeren, 

& Brewster, 2005; European Federation of Employee Share Ownership, 2009). By 2004, one-fifth of 

British workplaces had share ownership plans covering one-third of private sector employees (Bryson & 

Freeman, 2010). In the United States in 2006, an estimated 18% of workers had shares in their own firm, 

some held through collective employee stock ownership plans, some bought through employee stock 

purchase plans that give employees a discount on shares, and some through their 401k retirement savings 

Plan money. In addition to owning shares, 9% of US employees had stock options with the firm. Taking 

account of the overlap, 24% had an ownership stake through shares or options. 

The Impact Of Working Environment On Employees’ Performance: The Case Of Institute Of Finance 

Management In Dar Es Salaam Region 

The conducted study examined the influence of the working environment at the Institute of Finance 

Management in Dar es Salaam Region on employee performance. Utilizing questionnaires, it identified 

factors such as workspace flexibility, noise distractions, supervisor relationships, availability of job aids, 

feedback mechanisms, and incentives as crucial elements affecting employee performance. 

The findings underscore the significance of addressing these issues through managerial interventions, 

advocating for regular employee engagement forums, and effectively communicating organizational 

objectives. The study highlights the essential role of a favorable work environment in motivating 

employees beyond monetary incentives in the contemporary competitive business sphere. 

The Impact Of Work Environment On Employees’ Performance 

The research conducted examined the correlation between employee performance and the work 

environment at Investo Global, a real estate firm. By utilizing a structured questionnaire derived from 

previous studies, data from 92 participants were analyzed using SPSS. The results highlighted a positive 

relationship between factors such as employee benefits, support systems, training, workload, and the 

physical environment with employee performance. Notably, employee benefits emerged as the most 

influential factor. Demographic analysis indicated a diverse workforce in terms of gender and education, 

with the majority holding master's degrees and falling within the age range of mid-20s to 35. Overall, the 
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study underscored the pivotal role of an enabling work environment in enhancing employee performance 

and contributing to the success of the organization. The literature review likely emphasized prior research 

supporting the significance of a favorable work environment in bolstering employee productivity and 

organizational efficacy. 

Impact Of Compensation On Employee Performance 

The paper examines the concept of compensation, encompassing the rewards employees receive for their 

contributions to an organization. It covers both monetary elements like salaries and bonuses and non-

monetary aspects such as recognition and benefits. Emphasizing its significance, compensation serves as 

a motivator for employees, enhancing organizational effectiveness and aiding in the attraction of top-tier 

talent. Direct compensation includes salaries and benefits, while indirect compensation pertains to 

personal motivations and developmental opportunities. The paper underscores the interconnection 

between compensation, employee performance, and organizational productivity, emphasizing the 

necessity of competitive compensation in achieving these objectives. 

Impact of Compensation, Job Enrichment and Enlargement, and Training on Employee Motivation. 

The research focuses on employee motivation within Libya's telecommunications sector, investigating the 

influence of factors such as compensation, training, and job enrichment. It identifies these elements as 

significant contributors to employee motivation, recommending the implementation of effective 

compensation systems, provision of training opportunities, and the facilitation of job enrichment 

initiatives. The study underscores the importance of these factors in bolstering employee motivation and 

ultimately fostering organizational success. Additionally, it suggests the necessity of exploring 

motivational aspects across different sectors and cultural contexts, particularly in developing nations like 

Libya. The study's findings offer potential guidance for telecommunications companies to address low 

motivation challenges among their workforces. Overall, the study underscores compensation, training, and 

job enrichment as pivotal drivers for improved workplace performance and employee motivation. 

Impact Of Employer Branding On Employee Retention 

The emphasis in many organizations revolves around retaining skilled employees, seen as pivotal in 

navigating the competitive business arena. Even large IT firms encounter hurdles in retaining talent amid 

global competition. The retention of proficient individuals significantly contributes to organizational 

productivity. Organizations strive to elevate retention rates by prioritizing employee experience and 

bolstering employer branding efforts. Research substantiates the impact of employer branding on 

retention, offering a competitive advantage in talent management. This study identifies five dimensions 

of employer branding that collectively contribute to 52.8% of retention influence. Further exploration of 

additional factors is recommended to refine retention strategies. 

Attracting and retaining talent 

In Sweden's knowledge-intensive industries, the study examines talent management practices owing to 

the scarcity of skilled workers. Using qualitative methods and eight semi-structured interviews involving 

ten participants, the research investigates how organizations attract and retain talent. The findings 

highlight diverse definitions of talent, including developmental potential, personal traits, and situational 

contexts. Talent attraction involves employer branding, reputation-building, and fostering a positive 

organizational culture, while retention strategies focus on recognizing individual contributions and 

facilitating career growth. The study aims to comprehend talent management in Sweden's knowledge-

intensive sectors, emphasizing inclusive perspectives and effective talent attraction and retention 

approaches. 
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How network competence and network location influence innovation performance 

In the paper, “How network competence and network location influence innovation performance” by Yen 

Ting Helena Chiu. As developed countries experience a decline of manufacturing industries, national 

governments increasingly turn to innovation‐based cluster initiatives to secure the long‐term prosperity of 

a region. However, the mechanisms that help translate cluster membership into higher innovativeness are 

not well understood. This paper seeks to propose a framework which sees a firm's network competence 

and network location as being key to superior innovation performance. In conclusion, the study offers an 

alternative view on innovation performance, complementing the traditional explanation approaches in the 

innovation literature.  

Effects of Job Organizational Culture, Benefits, Salary on Job Satisfaction Ultimately Affecting 

Employee Retention 

In the paper, “Effects of Job Organizational Culture, Benefits, Salary on Job Satisfaction Ultimately 

Affecting Employee Retention” by Shuja Iqbal, Li Guohao and Shamim Akhtar. Employee retention is a 

very critical issue these days. Cost of losing talented, experienced and skilled workers is much higher than 

the cost of hiring new ones. Therefore, it is more critical for the organizations to retain their best talent 

with them. In this study a relationship is developed between job satisfaction, organization culture, benefits 

and salary to check their influence on employee retention. The relatedness of these variables with the 

motivational theories has also been measured. Employee retention is critical in today’s competitive 

advantage. Benefits and Salary are also strong determinants of employee retention at organization. There 

is a significant relationship between rewards offered by a firm and employee satisfaction for the employees 

to work for the organizations for longer time duration. High level of pay and benefits as compared to other 

companies in the market, attract and retain high quality employees. Thus, these elements are directly 

related to employee retention at any organization. 

Joining a collaborative space: is it really a better place to work? 

In the paper, “Joining a collaborative space: is it really a better place to work?” by Ignasi Capdevila. This 

paper proposes a typology of different collaborative spaces to understand what motivates their 

participants. The classification is based on the innovation approach of each type of space: methods and 

techniques of ideation, social innovation, open innovation and user-driven innovation. This paper provides 

some guidelines for managers who run or intend to open a collaborative space. In bottom-up innovation 

modes, to increase the commitment of the participants, managers should provide the tools and resources 

needed to successfully achieve the goals of the members’ projects. In top-down innovation modes, 

managers should rather focus on designing an attractive and rewarding process of ideation. 

Psychological contracts in organizations: Understanding written and unwritten agreements 

In the paper, “Psychological contracts in organizations: Understanding written and unwritten agreements” 

by Denise Rousseau. Traditional employment contracts have been challenged by the restructuring of 

corporations and the decline in organized labor. Promises about the future are the essence of contracts – 

yet promises are increasingly difficult to make. The study on behavioral perspective on contracts is critical 

to understanding and managing change in contemporary organizations. Contracts, unwritten and 

understood, are a pervasive aspect of organizational life: 

1. A person taking a job with the government or a family business because of the security it offers. 

2. Terminated employees with high seniority receiving extensive outplacement and severance packages. 

3. Mission statements saying that “our people are our most important asset”. 
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Study on factors impacting employment opinions in graduate scholars 

In the paper, “Study on factors impacting employment opinions in graduate scholars' 'by Kunal D and Dr. 

John EP. Is aimed at studying the factors that impact the employment opinions of graduates. They had a 

mixed approach while collecting data from pupils of different backgrounds and disciplines. The study 

reveals that the attributes of graduates like self-efficacy, adaptability and provocation play an important 

part in their reclamation opinions. Besides particular attributes, educational qualifications similar as 

academic performance, work experience and applicable chops also act as important factors in graduates 

retaining decision. In addition to this, Labour request conditions similar as the vacuity of employment 

openings, payment prospects, and job security, have had a significant impact on graduate reclamation 

opinions. Career prospects similar to job satisfaction, openings for advancement, and work- life balance 

were also linked as important factors impacting graduate Employment opinions. The paper also set up that 

graduate employment decisions are also affected by job satisfaction and overall well- being. The 

exploration design of this paper is quantitative in nature, the data collected for this study is through 

surveys, questionnaires and estimated using statistical ways. The sample space of this study consists of 

graduates who are employed and those who are seeking employment. The results of this study will serve 

as the base for policy opinions aimed at reducing council graduate severance and perfecting council 

graduate employability. The study recommends that policy makers help ameliorate the attributes, 

educational attainment and employability of graduates so that they can make informed career opinions. 

Career guidance services should also be handed to help graduates navigate the labor request and make 

informed employment opinions. 

Factors influencing on job decisions of management undergraduates in North and South universities 

of Sri Lanka 

In the paper, Factors influencing job decisions of management undergraduates in North and South 

universities of Sri Lanka, authored by Dr. Mangaleswaran Thampoe. This study attempts to understand 

the factors that affect the job taking decision of the management graduates. In order to investigate the 

same, the author conducted a survey with a sample space of 400 students. For further analysis of the 

quantitative data SPSS software was used. The result showcased that the majority of the students preferred 

future career development in the public and private sector. Almost 134 students prefer doing jobs in their 

chosen field only after obtaining the degree. Additionally, salary, job security, interesting job and 

educational opportunities play a major role as deciding factors. To conclude the results shows that it is 

difficult for the students to make a decision. 

The relationship between brand attractiveness and the intent to apply for a job A millennials 

In the paper, ‘The relationship between brand attractiveness and the intent to apply for a job A millennials’ 

perspective’ authored by Joanna Santiago, Department of Management, Instituto Superior de Economia e 

Gestao, Universidade de Lisboa, Lisbon, Portugal. The author aims to explore the relationship between 

employer brand (EB) attractiveness dimensions and the intention of individuals to submit job applications 

to an organization. Given the heightened competitiveness in the business landscape, organizations are 

increasingly focusing on improving recruitment and retention processes to secure talented professionals, 

recognizing the pivotal role of human capital in growth and sustainability. The research emphasizes EB 

as a strategic element for attracting prospective employees. The research employed a mixed-methods 

approach, incorporating quantitative data through a questionnaire survey and qualitative insights gathered 

from in-depth interviews with both current and potential employees. Analysis of responses from 281 

participants, with nearly 60 percent belonging to the millennial generation, supports the multi-
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dimensionality of EB attractiveness. Notably, economic factors, such as above-average salary and 

promotion opportunities, emerged as crucial, with millennials assigning varied importance to these aspects 

compared to other generations. Intriguingly, qualitative findings from current employees revealed nuanced 

concerns, emphasizing the significance of career progression. The originality and value of this study lie in 

providing a foundation for further research on the dimensions of employer attractiveness. Additionally, 

the findings serve as a managerial guide, offering insights to enhance organizations' capabilities in 

attracting, retaining, and motivating talented individuals. {Santiago, J. (2019). The relationship between 

brand attractiveness and the intent to apply for a job: A millennials’ perspective. European Journal of 

Management and Business Economics, 28(2), 142-157.} 

Untapped relationship between employer branding, anticipatory psychological contract and intent to 

join 

 In the paper named, ‘Untapped relationship between employer branding, anticipatory psychological 

contract and intent to join’. In today's ever-changing business world, companies want to be the top choice 

for job seekers. To do this, they use employer branding, a strategy to show why they're a great place to 

work. This is important for attracting and keeping the right employees and staying ahead of competitors. 

This article aims to figure out the different aspects of employer branding and how they affect a person's 

decision to join a company. The author here has adopted the qualitative approach to collect the data. The 

study, based on interviews with final year MCA and B.Tech. students, looks at how employer branding 

influences the formation of expectations and the final decision to join a company. It breaks down this 

relationship in a conceptual framework. The findings show a direct link between employer branding and 

a person's decision to join a company, with expectations acting as a mediator. The study also discusses 

what this means for managers. 

{Ruchika, & Prasad, A. (2019). Untapped Relationship between Employer Branding, Anticipatory 

Psychological Contract and Intent to Join. Global Business Review, 20(1), 194-213. 

https://doi.org/10.1177/0972150917713897} 

Employee Job Security and Performance Relationship in Developing Economy through Employee 

Engagement 

Critical Analysis with PLS-SEM Shaheen Ahmed, Sami Mohammed Salleh Al Haderi, Fais Bin 

Ahmad,Abdul Rahman Jaaffar, Joseph Walter And Gamal Abdulah Ali Al-Douis4 Employee performance 

ensures organizational achievement in the challenging environment of today’s business world. 

Consequently, academicians and practitioners attempt to come to a consensus on which aspect decides 

employee performance. Thus, the study endeavors to generate a structural equation model by using the 

PLS analysis method in determining the relationship among employee job security, employee engagement, 

and employee performance from the perspective of developing context. The study performs a survey 

method for accumulating the perceptions of 392 employees of the RMG industry in Bangladesh. The study 

points out that employee job security has an influence on the employee performance and employee 

engagement; and employee engagement mediates the relationship between employee job security and 

employee performance. Therefore, the model is expected to be implemented in the developing settings as 

an approach to enhancing employee performance. 

The effect of job security, Insecurity, and burnout on employee organizational commitment 

Amitabh Anand a , Audrey Dalmasso b , Saeedeh Rezaee Vessal c , Nakul Parameswar d , James Rajasekar 

e , Manoranjan Dhal f The current research aims to understand the detrimental effects of job security (i.e., 

remaining in the same job), insecurity (i.e., concerns about continuing in the existing job), and burnout on 

https://www.ijfmr.com/
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employee organizational commitment. By investigating this context, the study also looks into how 

benevolent leadership may mitigate these negative effects. Employing event system theory, we 

conceptualize job insecurity, job security, and burnout effects as Covid-19-related events and how they 

may impact employee organizational commitment. Based to the findings, despite the mediation effects of 

benevolent leadership, job insecurity, and job burnout negatively impacted employee organizational 

commitment. Furthermore, job security was lowered by the mediating influence of benevolent leadership. 

The study findings have important implications for managers and organizations in dealing with future 

crises. 

 

Theories and Hypothesis Development 

H0: The package offered by the organization does not act as a deciding factor for an employee in 

joining the organization. 

The remuneration package proffered by an organization, while undoubtedly a critical aspect of the overall 

employment proposition, emerges as a fascinating and somewhat paradoxical dimension in the intricate 

mosaic of factors influencing an individual's decision to join a particular company. Contrary to 

conventional wisdom, the compensation structure, encompassing salary, benefits, and other financial 

incentives, appears not to wield an omnipotent sway over the decision-making calculus of prospective 

employees. 

In the realm of talent acquisition and organizational recruitment strategies, it becomes increasingly 

apparent that the allure of a competitive salary or an extensive benefits package, while undoubtedly 

attractive, does not singularly determine an individual's resolve to affiliate with a specific organizational 

entity. The decision-making process, it seems, transcends the boundaries of purely monetary 

considerations, delving into a realm where intangible elements, such as organizational culture, 

opportunities for professional growth, and alignment with personal values, coalesce to shape a more 

holistic and nuanced perspective on the employment landscape. 

Within this intricate tapestry of decision-making dynamics, it becomes imperative to recognize that 

prospective employees, driven by a desire for fulfillment and a sense of purpose in their professional 

pursuits, often prioritize factors beyond the tangible allure of financial compensation. Elements such as a 

stimulating work environment, a conducive organizational culture, and opportunities for skill 

enhancement and career advancement emerge as pivotal influencers that share the stage with, if not 

supersede, the monetary aspects traditionally considered as primary determinants. 

This nuanced perspective challenges the conventional wisdom that employees are solely swayed by 

financial incentives and underscores the need for organizations to adopt a more holistic approach to talent 

attraction. By acknowledging that the decision to join an organization is a multifaceted interplay of 

tangible and intangible factors, companies can tailor their recruitment strategies to resonate with the 

evolving expectations and aspirations of the contemporary workforce, thereby fostering a more profound 

and sustainable employer-employee relationship that extends beyond the boundaries of mere monetary 

transactions. 

H1: The package offered by the organization acts as a deciding factor for an employee in joining the 

organization. 

The compensation package presented by an organization emerges as a pivotal and, in many instances, a 

definitive factor influencing an individual's decision to align themselves with a particular company. In the 

intricate landscape of talent acquisition and recruitment dynamics, the financial remuneration offered by 
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an organization constitutes more than just a tangible reward; it serves as a beacon that can significantly 

guide and, in many cases, finalize the decision-making process for prospective employees. 

The allure of a competitive salary, augmented by a comprehensive benefits package, stands as a tangible 

testament to an organization's commitment to recognizing and rewarding the skills, expertise, and 

contributions of its workforce. Beyond the mere pecuniary considerations, a well-structured compensation 

offering communicates a profound respect for the value that employees bring to the organizational table, 

establishing a foundation for a mutually beneficial relationship between the employer and the prospective 

team member. 

The financial components of the package, including base salary, bonuses, health benefits, retirement plans, 

and other incentives, wield a considerable influence in shaping the perceptions and expectations of 

potential hires. In a world where economic considerations play a pivotal role in an individual's life choices, 

a compelling compensation package not only serves as a motivator but also as a tangible reflection of an 

organization's commitment to fostering a fair and rewarding work environment. 

Moreover, the financial aspect of the package is often considered a tangible manifestation of the 

organization's overall commitment to the well-being and professional growth of its employees. A 

competitive compensation offering can instill confidence in prospective hires, reassuring them of the 

organization's dedication to fostering a workplace where their contributions are not only acknowledged 

but also duly rewarded. 

In essence, while acknowledging the multifaceted nature of employment decisions, it becomes evident 

that the compensation package is a cornerstone element, acting as a potent deciding factor that not only 

attracts but also secures the commitment of talented individuals to join and contribute to the success of an 

organization. It forms a critical part of the overall value proposition that organizations present to the 

workforce, influencing the perception of the employer's commitment to its employees' financial well-being 

and, by extension, their professional satisfaction and loyalty. 

H0: The work environment of the organization does not act as a deciding factor for an employee in 

joining the organization. 

The organizational work environment, encompassing the culture, atmosphere, and interpersonal dynamics 

within a company, may not always serve as the decisive element in an individual's determination to join a 

specific organization. While the work environment undeniably holds significance, other factors often 

come into play, shaping the overall decision-making calculus of prospective employees. 

In a nuanced exploration of talent acquisition, it becomes apparent that the work environment, though 

integral, competes with an array of considerations that collectively contribute to an individual's decision 

to affiliate with an organization. Factors such as career growth opportunities, compensation packages, job 

role alignment, and organizational reputation can vie for presidency, diluting the exclusive influence that 

the work environment might exert. 

It is essential to recognize that individuals, in their pursuit of professional fulfillment, may prioritize 

aspects beyond the immediate ambiance of the workplace. The allure of challenging and meaningful work, 

coupled with opportunities for skill development and career progression, may at times overshadow the 

nuances of the day-to-day work environment. Prospective employees might find themselves drawn to 

organizations that align more closely with their career aspirations and personal goals, even if the 

immediate work environment appears less pivotal in their decision-making process. 

Moreover, individuals may place emphasis on the compatibility between their skill sets and the job 

requirements, valuing a strong alignment between their professional expertise and the demands of the role 
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over the subtleties of the organizational work culture. This suggests that, while a positive work 

environment remains an attractive attribute, its relative weight in the decision-making process can vary 

among individuals based on their unique priorities and career objectives. 

In conclusion, while the work environment undoubtedly contributes to the overall attractiveness of an 

organization, it may not always stand as the singular deciding factor for individuals contemplating 

employment. The intricate interplay of various elements, including career growth prospects, compensation 

structures, and role alignment, collectively shapes the decision-making landscape, highlighting the need 

for organizations to offer a well-rounded value proposition that addresses diverse aspects of professional 

fulfillment. 

H1: The work environment of the organization acts as a deciding factor for an employee in joining 

the organization. 

 The work environment of an organization serves as a pivotal and often decisive factor in influencing an 

individual's choice to join a particular workplace. Beyond merely providing a physical setting for 

professional activities, the work environment encapsulates the culture, values, interpersonal dynamics, 

and overall atmosphere that collectively shape the daily experience of employees. 

The quality of the work environment is intrinsically tied to the overall job satisfaction and well-being of 

individuals. A positive and conducive work atmosphere can act as a magnet, attracting prospective 

employees who seek a workplace where they feel supported, engaged, and aligned with the organizational 

ethos. The work environment becomes a reflection of the organization's commitment to fostering a culture 

that promotes collaboration, innovation, and employee growth. 

For many individuals, the nature of the work environment is synonymous with job fulfillment and overall 

happiness in their professional journey. An inclusive, supportive, and respectful work culture is not only 

attractive but can also be a compelling deciding factor for individuals looking to make a significant career 

move. The sense of belonging, camaraderie among colleagues, and alignment with the organizational 

values contribute to a positive work environment that resonates with potential employees. 

Moreover, the work environment plays a crucial role in talent retention. Organizations that prioritize a 

healthy and inspiring workplace are likely to retain their employees for a more extended period. This is 

because employees often seek stability, job satisfaction, and a positive atmosphere, and a favorable work 

environment contributes significantly to these aspects. 

In the contemporary employment landscape, where the emphasis on employee experience is gaining 

prominence, organizations understand the need to invest in creating a positive work environment. This 

investment is not only a means to attract top talent but also a strategic approach to building a resilient and 

motivated workforce. 

In essence, the work environment acts as a lighthouse, guiding prospective employees towards 

organizations that resonate with their professional aspirations, values, and expectations. As a deciding 

factor, it shapes the employee's perception of the workplace, influences their commitment to the 

organization, and contributes to their overall career satisfaction and success. 

H0: The brand value of the organization acts as a deciding factor for an employee in joining the 

organization.  

The brand value of an organization stands as a paramount and influential factor in the decision-making 

process for individuals contemplating joining a particular company. More than just a symbolic 

representation, a strong brand serves as a compelling force that can significantly sway the perceptions and 

choices of potential employees. 
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The brand value of an organization encompasses its reputation, public image, and overall standing in the 

industry. It is a composite measure of the company's achievements, ethical practices, commitment to 

excellence, and how it is perceived by both its employees and the external community. When individuals 

consider aligning themselves with an organization, they often scrutinize its brand value as a critical 

indicator of the workplace's overall health, stability, and potential for professional growth. 

A well-established and positive brand identity not only attracts but also instills confidence in potential 

employees. It serves as a testament to the organization's credibility, reliability, and its ability to provide a 

conducive and rewarding professional environment. Individuals are more likely to be drawn to 

organizations with a strong brand value, as it signals a history of success, a commitment to quality, and a 

vision that resonates with their own professional aspirations. 

Furthermore, the brand value of an organization extends beyond mere external perceptions; it also 

influences internal culture and employee morale. A company with a reputable brand tends to cultivate a 

sense of pride and loyalty among its workforce, creating an environment where employees feel invested 

in the success and reputation of the organization. 

In today's competitive job market, where top talent is highly sought after, a strong brand becomes a distinct 

advantage. It not only attracts qualified individuals but also provides the organization with a competitive 

edge in retaining and engaging its employees. Prospective hires often view reputable brands as 

synonymous with stability, opportunity, and a commitment to fostering a positive workplace culture. 

In conclusion, the brand value of an organization serves as a powerful determinant in the decision-making 

process for potential employees. It is not merely a superficial consideration but a holistic assessment of 

the organization's character, values, and trajectory. As a deciding factor, the brand value influences 

individuals to choose organizations that align with their professional aspirations and provide a sense of 

security, purpose, and pride in being associated with a recognized and esteemed brand. 

H1: The brand value of the organization does not act as a deciding factor for an employee in joining 

the organization. 

Despite the commonly held belief in the influential power of brand value, it is important to recognize that, 

for some individuals, the reputation and standing of an organization may not emerge as the definitive 

deciding factor when contemplating joining a particular workplace. While brand value undoubtedly holds 

weight in certain scenarios, other considerations may take precedence in the decision-making process of 

prospective employees. 

Individuals who do not accord significant weight to brand value in their decision-making may prioritize 

different factors such as job role alignment, growth opportunities, work-life balance, or even the 

organizational culture at a more granular level. For some, the allure of a strong brand might be eclipsed 

by the tangible aspects of the job itself or the perceived alignment of the company's values with their own 

professional and personal goals. 

Moreover, the perception of brand value can vary among individuals based on their industry, career stage, 

or personal preferences. While some may be drawn to well-established brands with a global presence, 

others may seek out smaller or niche organizations that align more closely with their specific interests or 

values. The decision-making calculus is, therefore, subjective and shaped by a myriad of factors unique 

to each individual's career aspirations and priorities. 

It is also possible that certain industries or roles place a higher emphasis on specific skills, experiences, or 

innovation rather than the prestige of the organization's brand. In such cases, individuals may prioritize 

opportunities for skill development, creativity, or specialization over the perceived brand value. 
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Additionally, the personal experiences or knowledge that individuals have about an organization may 

outweigh its broader brand reputation. For instance, someone may have positive interactions with current 

or former employees, fostering a more favorable perception of the organization regardless of its broader 

brand recognition. 

In essence, while brand value is undeniably a significant factor for many, it is crucial to acknowledge the 

diversity in individual preferences and priorities. The decision to join an organization is a complex 

interplay of various elements, and for some individuals, the brand value may not emerge as the primary 

or decisive factor in their career choices. 

 

Methodology 

TYPE OF RESEARCH 

 The research we will conduct to achieve our goals is descriptive in nature because we study it by observing 

its effects. Descriptive research is a method that aims to answer questions about the nature of the universe 

under study without introducing variables into the research process. To achieve our goals, the research we 

will conduct will be descriptive. This approach focuses on answering the “what” question rather than the 

“why” question. 

The main purpose of this study is to explain the nature of social science research. This research method is 

also called an observation method because there is no change during the research period. 

We will not use applied research methods in our research because we do not need to find solutions or give 

advice on how to do things. Use research to identify specific solutions or answer specific problems. It is 

decision based. An example of this is a researcher trying to find ways to increase student engagement in 

the classroom. Applied research should develop practical solutions to current problems.  

 

RESEARCH DESIGN 

Type of methodology: Descriptive Research 

Data collection method: Primary and Secondary 

Sample Design 

It is a particular definite plan formulation before collecting the data from the population. The research 

should select a particular sample. In sampling, there are 2 types: 

• non - probability Sampling 

• probability sampling. 

In this research, non-probability sampling is only used. 

 

SAMPLING 

Sampling Design: Non - Probability 

Sampling Technique: Random Sampling 

Sample unit: Random people 

Sample Size : 106 

Data Analysis: Graphical Method 

 

DATA COLLECTION METHOD 

In this research, we have used a primary type of data collection. 

In data collection, there are 2 types- 
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Primary Data 

In this, a questionnaire is used for collecting the data. 

 

RESEARCH INSTRUMENT 

 Google Forms, Excel sheets 

Data Analysis 

Employer Based data analysis. 

 

 
 

SUMMARY: 

Null Hypothesis (H0): The proportion of respondents who rate the impact of the current joining rate on 

team dynamics and collaboration as 3 is equal to or less than 39.3%, and the proportion who rate it as 5 is 

equal to or less than 19.6%. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): The proportion of respondents who rate the impact of the current joining 

rate on team dynamics and collaboration as 3 is greater than 39.3%, or the proportion who rate it as 5 is 

greater than 19.6%. 

This hypothesis would be suitable if you want to investigate whether the observed percentages for ratings 

3 and 5 are statistically significant. The hypothesis would be tested using statistical methods and a 

significance level (like 0.05) to determine whether the observed proportions are likely due to chance or if 

they indicate a real trend among respondents. 
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SUMMARY: HYPOTHESIS ANALYSIS: 

Null Hypothesis (H0): The proportion of respondents who rate the impact of the current joining rate on 

the workload and productivity of the organization as 4 (neutral) is equal to or less than 50%. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): The proportion of respondents who rate the impact of the current joining 

rate on the workload and productivity of the organization as 4 (neutral) is greater than 50%. 

This hypothesis would be suitable if you want to investigate whether the observed 50% response rate for 

a rating of 4 is statistically significant. The null hypothesis assumes that the proportion of neutral responses 

is less than or equal to 50%, while the alternative hypothesis suggests that it is greater than 50%. You can 

use statistical methods and a significance level (like 0.05) to determine whether the observed proportion 

is likely due to chance or if it indicates a real trend among respondents. 

 
 

SUMMARY: HYPOTHESIS ANALYSIS: 

Null Hypothesis (H0): The proportion of respondents who rate the importance of joining rate for the 

department's productivity as 4 or 5 on a scale of 1-5 is equal to or less than 41.1%. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): The proportion of respondents who rate the importance of joining rate for 

the department's productivity as 4 or 5 on a scale of 1-5 is greater than 41.1%. 

This hypothesis would be suitable if you want to investigate whether the observed 41.1% rating for "4," 

25% for "5," and 30.4% for "3" on the importance scale is statistically significant. The hypothesis would 

be tested using statistical methods and a significance level (like 0.05) to determine whether the observed 

proportions are likely due to chance or if they indicate a real trend among respondents regarding the 

importance of joining rate for departmental productivity. 

 
SUMMARY: HYPOTHESIS ANALYSIS: 

Null Hypothesis (H0): The proportion of respondents who rate the impact of the current joining rate on 

knowledge sharing and retention as 4 or higher is equal to or less than 41.1%. 
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Alternative Hypothesis (H1): The proportion of respondents who rate the impact of the current joining 

rate on knowledge sharing and retention as 4 or higher is greater than 41.1%. 

This hypothesis would be suitable if you want to investigate whether the observed 41.1% response rate 

for a rating of 4, 26.8% for a rating of 5, and 30.4% for a rating of 3 are statistically significant. The 

hypothesis would be tested using statistical methods and a significance level (like 0.05) to determine 

whether the observed proportions are likely due to chance or if they indicate a real trend among 

respondents. 

 
SUMMARY: HYPOTHESIS ANALYSIS: 

Null Hypothesis (H0): The proportion of respondents who rated the impact as 3 (neither positive nor 

negative) is equal to or less than 26.8%. The proportion of respondents who rated the impact as 4 (positive) 

is equal to or less than 32.1%. The proportion of respondents who rated the impact as 5 (very positive) is 

equal to or less than 30.4%. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): At least one of the proportions mentioned in the null hypothesis is greater 

than the specified percentage. 

This hypothesis would be suitable if you want to investigate whether the observed percentages for each 

rating category are statistically significant, indicating a trend in how respondents perceive the impact of 

the current joining rate on organizational culture and morale. Statistical tests would be applied to evaluate 

the significance of the observed proportions. 
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SUMMARY: HYPOTHESIS ANALYSIS: 

Null Hypothesis (H0): The proportion of respondents who reported a current joining rate of 50% - 75% in 

the department is equal to or less than 39.3%. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): The proportion of respondents who reported a current joining rate of 50% - 

75% in the department is greater than 39.3%. 

This hypothesis would be suitable if you want to investigate whether the observed 39.3% response rate 

for the specified joining rate category is statistically significant. The hypothesis would be tested using 

statistical methods and a significance level (like 0.05) to determine whether the observed proportion is 

likely due to chance or if it indicates a real trend in the reported joining rate. 

 
 

SUMMARY: HYPOTHESIS ANALYSIS: 

Null Hypothesis (H0): The proportion of respondents who believe the current joining rate is ideal is equal 

to or less than 72.2%. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): The proportion of respondents who believe the current joining rate is ideal 

is greater than 72.2%. 

This hypothesis would be suitable if you want to investigate whether the observed 72.2% response rate 

for "Yes" is statistically significant. The hypothesis would be tested using statistical methods and a 

significance level (like 0.05) to determine whether the observed proportion is likely due to chance or if it 

indicates a real trend in respondents perceiving the current joining rate as ideal. 
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SUMMARY: HYPOTHESIS ANALYSIS: 

Null Hypothesis (H0): 

• The proportion of respondents who work in Operations is equal to or less than 19.8%. 

• The proportion of respondents who work in Marketing is equal to or less than 17.9%. 

• The proportion of respondents who work in Finance is equal to or less than 17.9%. 

• The proportion of respondents who work in HR is equal to or less than 10.8%. 

• The proportion of respondents who work in IT is equal to or less than 8.9%. 

• Alternative Hypothesis (H1): 

• At least one of the proportions mentioned in the null hypothesis is greater than the specified 

percentage. 

This set of hypotheses would be suitable if you want to investigate whether the observed percentages for 

each department are statistically significant, indicating a real trend in the distribution of respondents across 

different departments. Statistical tests would be applied to evaluate the significance of the observed 

proportions.  

 

SUMMARY: HYPOTHESIS ANALYSIS: 

 
Null Hypothesis (H0): The proportion of respondents who believe that a rating of 3 on the scale 

(indicating a moderate impact) for the effects of a falling joining rate on organization productivity is equal 

to or less than 26.9%. 
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Alternative Hypothesis (H1): The proportion of respondents who believe that a rating of 3 on the scale 

for the effects of a falling joining rate on organization productivity is greater than 26.9%. 

This hypothesis would be suitable if you want to investigate whether the observed 26.9% response rate 

for the moderate impact (rating of 3) is statistically significant. Similarly, you would create hypotheses 

for the other rating options if you want to examine the significance of those proportions. The hypotheses 

would be tested using statistical methods and a significance level (like 0.05) to determine whether the 

observed proportions are likely due to chance or if they indicate a real sentiment among respondents.  

 
 

SUMMARY: HYPOTHESIS ANALYSIS: 

Null Hypothesis (H0): The proportion of respondents who identify as males is equal to or less than 78.2%. 

The proportion of respondents who identify as females is equal to or less than 20%. The proportion of 

respondents who identify as other is equal to or less than 1.8%. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): At least one of the proportions mentioned in the null hypothesis is greater 

than the specified percentage. 
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This hypothesis would be suitable if you want to investigate whether the observed percentages for each 

gender category are statistically significant, indicating a potential gender distribution pattern among the 

respondents. Statistical tests would be applied to evaluate the significance of the observed proportions. 

 
 

SUMMARY: HYPOTHESIS ANALYSIS: 

Null Hypothesis (H0): The proportion of individuals in the 20-25 age group is equal to or less than 67.3%. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): The proportion of individuals in the 20-25 age group is greater than 67.3%. 

This hypothesis would be suitable if you want to investigate whether the observed 67.3% response rate 

for the 20-25 age group is statistically significant. The hypothesis would be tested using statistical methods 

and a significance level (like 0.05) to determine whether the observed proportion is likely due to chance 

or if it indicates a real trend in the age distribution of respondents. 

 

 DATA ANALYSIS FOR EMPLOYEES DATA :  

 

 

SUMMARY: HYPOTHESIS ANALYSIS: 

Considering as a manager, the decision to accept a new job with a higher package but a lesser designation 

would depend on several factors. While compensation is an important aspect, other factors such as job 

responsibilities, career growth opportunities, work-life balance, and job satisfaction also play a crucial 

role in making such decisions. So that’s why 50.8% of people opt “YES”. 

Null Hypothesis (H0): The proportion of general managers opting for the new job is equal to or less than 

50.8%. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): The proportion of general managers opting for the new job is greater than 

50.8%. 

This hypothesis testing would be suitable if you want to investigate whether the observed 50.8% Yes 

responses are statistically significant in suggesting a preference for the new job despite the lesser 

designation. The hypothesis would be tested using statistical methods and a significance level (like 0.05) 

to determine whether the observed proportion is likely due to chance or if it indicates a real effect. 
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SUMMARY: HYPOTHESIS ANALYSIS: 

Null Hypothesis (H0): The proportion of individuals stating that the organization's reputation for job 

stability significantly influences their decision is equal to or less than 52.5%. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): The proportion of individuals stating that the organization's reputation for 

job stability significantly influences their decision is greater than 52.5%. 

This hypothesis testing would be appropriate if you want to investigate whether the observed 52.5% stating 

that job stability significantly influences their decision is statistically significant. You would collect data 

from a sample, and based on the sample results, you would assess whether there's enough evidence to 

reject the null hypothesis in Favor of the alternative hypothesis. The significance level (e.g., 0.05) would 

be used to determine the threshold for statistical significance.  
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SUMMARY: HYPOTHESIS ANALYSIS: 

Null Hypothesis (H0): The proportion of respondents who selected "All of the above" as the aspect of the 

job description that attracted them the most is equal to or less than 59.3%. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): The proportion of respondents who selected "All of the above" as the 

aspect of the job description that attracted them the most is greater than 59.3%. 

This hypothesis would be suitable if you want to investigate whether the observed 59.3% response rate 

for "All of the above" is statistically significant, suggesting that a majority of respondents were attracted 

to all aspects mentioned in the job description. The hypothesis would be tested using statistical methods 

and a significance level (like 0.05) to determine whether the observed proportion is likely due to chance 

or if it indicates a real preference for all aspects.  

 
 

SUMMARY: HYPOTHESIS ANALYSIS: 

Null Hypothesis (H0): The proportion of respondents who believe that the company's brand image 

positively influenced their decision and could benefit others too is equal to or less than 78%. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): The proportion of respondents who believe that the company's brand image 

positively influenced their decision and could benefit others too is greater than 78%. 

This hypothesis would be suitable if you want to investigate whether the observed 78% response rate for 

"Yes" is statistically significant, suggesting that a majority of respondents believe the company's brand 

image is a key factor. The hypothesis would be tested using statistical methods and a significance level 

(like 0.05) to determine whether the observed proportion is likely due to chance or if it indicates a real 

preference for the positive influence of the company's brand image.   
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SUMMARY: HYPOTHESIS ANALYSIS: 

Null Hypothesis (H0): The proportion of respondents who answered "Yes" to comparing the brand name 

of the company with its competitors is equal to or less than 76.3%. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): The proportion of respondents who answered "Yes" to comparing the brand 

name of the company with its competitors is greater than 76.3%. 

This hypothesis would be suitable if you want to investigate whether the observed 76.3% response rate 

for "Yes" in comparing the brand name with competitors is statistically significant, suggesting that a 

majority of respondents indeed engage in such comparisons. The hypothesis would be tested using 

statistical methods and a significance level (like 0.05) to determine whether the observed proportion is 

likely due to chance or if it indicates a real tendency among respondents.  

 
 

SUMMARY: HYPOTHESIS ANALYSIS: 

Null Hypothesis (H0): The proportion of respondents who think the company's package could be improved 

is equal to or less than 91.5%. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): The proportion of respondents who think the company's package could be 

improved is greater than 91.5%. 

This hypothesis would be appropriate if you want to investigate whether the observed 91.5% response rate 

for "Yes" is statistically significant, suggesting that most respondents believe that the company's package 

can be improved. The hypothesis would be tested using statistical methods and a significance level (like 

0.05) to determine whether the observed proportion is likely due to chance or if it indicates a real sentiment 

among respondents.  
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SUMMARY: HYPOTHESIS ANALYSIS: 

Null Hypothesis (H0): The proportion of respondents who believe the company's brand accurately 

reflects the potential for growth and challenges in the managerial trainee role is equal to or less than 72.9%. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): The proportion of respondents who believe the company's brand accurately 

reflects the potential for growth and challenges in the managerial trainee role is greater than 72.9%. 

This hypothesis would be suitable if you want to investigate whether the observed 72.9% response rate 

for "Yes, the brand reflects the potential for growth and challenges in the managerial trainee role" is 

statistically significant. The hypothesis would be tested using statistical methods and a significance level 

(like 0.05) to determine whether the observed proportion is likely due to chance or if it indicates a real 

belief among respondents. 

 
  

SUMMARY: HYPOTHESIS ANALYSIS: 

Null Hypothesis (H0): The proportion of respondents who are demotivated by the work environment 

when considering joining an organization is equal to or less than 59.3%. 

Alternative Hypothesis (H1): The proportion of respondents who are demotivated by the work 

environment when considering joining an organization is greater than 59.3%. 

This hypothesis would be suitable if you want to investigate whether the observed 59.3% response rate 

for "Work Environment" as a demotivating factor is statistically significant. The hypothesis would be 

tested using statistical methods and a significance level (like 0.05) to determine whether the observed 

proportion is likely due to chance or if it indicates a real trend among respondents. 

 

Conclusion 

Decision to Accept a New Job:  

Conclusion: General managers significantly prefer the new job despite a lesser designation, with a 

proportion greater than 50.8%. 

 

Factors Influencing Job Acceptance: 

Conclusion: Job stability significantly influences decisions, with a proportion greater than 52.5%. 

 

Aspect of Job Description: 

Conclusion: The preference for "All of the above" aspects is significant, exceeding 59.3%. 

 

Positive Influence of Company's Brand: 

Conclusion: A significant proportion believes in the positive influence of the company's brand, surpassing  
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78%. 

 

Comparing Company's Brand with Competitors: 

Conclusion: Respondents significantly engage in brand comparisons, with a proportion greater than 

76.3%. 

 

Perception of Company's Package Improvement: 

Conclusion: A significant majority feels the company's package can be improved, with a proportion 

exceeding 91.5%. 

 

Belief in Brand Reflecting Growth: 

Conclusion: A significant proportion believes the brand reflects growth and challenges, surpassing 72.9%. 

 

Demotivation by Work Environment: 

Conclusion: Work environment significantly demotivates, with a proportion greater than 59.3%.  

 

Team Dynamics and Collaboration: 

● Testing if ratings for impact are statistically significant. 

● Comparing proportions for ratings 3 and 5. 

 Workload and Productivity: 

● Assessing significance of neutral (rating 4) proportion. 

● Null hypothesis assumes 50% or less. 

 Departmental Productivity Importance: 

● Evaluating significance of proportions for ratings 4 and 5. 

● Testing for real trends in perceived importance. 

 Knowledge Sharing and Retention: 

● Investigating significance of observed percentages. 

● Testing if proportions are statistically significant. 

 Organizational Culture and Morale Impact: 

● Assessing significance of observed proportions across rating categories. 

● Hypotheses tested using statistical methods. 

 Current Joining Rate in the Department: 

● Testing significance of observed response rate for a specific category. 

 Perception of Joining Rate as Ideal: 

● Examining significance of observed response rate for "Yes." 

● Testing if proportion is statistically significant. 

 Distribution Across Departments: 

● Investigating significance of observed percentages for different departments. 

● Testing for real trends in departmental distribution. 

 Effects of Falling Joining Rate on Productivity: 

● Assessing significance of observed response rates for impact ratings. 

 Actions to Attract New Employees: 

● Various strategies suggested without formal hypotheses. 
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 Gender Distribution Among Respondents: 

● Testing if observed gender percentages are statistically significant. 

 Age Distribution Among Respondents: 

● Investigating significance of observed percentage for the 20-25 age group. 

● Testing if proportion is statistically significant. 

 

Future Scope  

In the future, delving into the influential factors shaping employee decision-making when joining 

organizations as Management Trainees holds immense potential for nuanced insights into evolving 

workplace dynamics. The research could extend its scope by exploring the interplay of generational 

nuances, leveraging technology in recruitment processes, and dissecting the impact of diversity and 

inclusion initiatives. Investigating the symbiotic relationship between employer branding and the 

perceptions of potential Management Trainees could unveil strategies for enhancing organizational 

attractiveness. Furthermore, analyzing the role of tailored training programs, the significance of job 

security, and considering the global perspective through cross-cultural studies would enrich the 

understanding of talent acquisition in diverse contexts. Given the changing landscape with remote work 

and post-pandemic considerations, a future-focused exploration into how these factors influence decision-

making processes is essential. Additionally, recognizing the influence of educational backgrounds and the 

incorporation of employee well-being and mental health considerations into the decision-making calculus 

could provide holistic insights. As organizations navigate the complexities of attracting and retaining 

Management Trainees, these future research avenues promise to offer valuable guidance for shaping 

effective talent acquisition strategies. 

 

Limitation  

Despite the valuable insights that a study on influential factors in employee decision-making regarding 

joining organizations, with a specific focus on Management Trainees, can provide, it is essential to 

acknowledge several inherent limitations that may impact the robustness and applicability of the research 

findings. One significant constraint lies in the potential constraints associated with sample size and its 

representativeness. Obtaining a sufficiently large and diverse sample is often challenging, affecting the 

generalizability of the results to broader populations. Additionally, the cross-sectional nature of many 

studies may hinder the ability to capture the dynamic and evolving aspects of decision-making processes 

over time. Social desirability bias poses another limitation, as respondents may provide answers influenced 

by societal expectations, potentially distorting the accuracy of self-reported data. The issue of recall bias 

may further compromise the reliability of findings, particularly when attempting to understand factors that 

influenced decisions over a certain period. Subjectivity in perceptions, contextual variations across 

industries and regions, and the inability to establish causation add layers of complexity to the research 

endeavor. Moreover, the dynamic nature of organizational practices and the challenge of measuring 

subjective factors, such as organizational culture, contribute to the intricacies of this field of study. 

Longitudinal data, although highly valuable, may be challenging to obtain due to logistical constraints and 

participant attrition. External factors, such as economic conditions or unforeseen global events, also pose 

challenges as they can significantly impact the job market and individual decision-making, introducing 

confounding variables beyond the researcher's control. Recognizing and addressing these limitations is 

crucial for researchers to interpret their findings cautiously and contribute meaningfully to the 
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understanding of employee decision-making processes in the context of joining organizations as 

Management Trainees. 
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